THE SURVIVAL OF PERSONALITY.
BY CHARLES H. CHASE.
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This manner of reasoning may be affirmed of all those who
have not risen above the old maxim that "seeing is believing."
There are, indeed, many notable exceptions to the charge of narrow
reasoning, as quoted above, men who have gone outside the narrow
confines of their specialties, who have escaped the mental paralysis

what are known
Auguste Comte and our own Thomas A.
Edison are notable examples of such paralysis of the reasoning
faculty, though in Comte it may have been an inherited mental

ordinarily produced by too close confinement to
as scientific methods.

defect.
It was faith in the unseen, in that which cannot be discovered
by the senses, which has given us the interstellar ether, the interIt was faith in the
atomic, intra-atomic, and all-pervading ether.
unseen and the undiscoverable by the senses, that has given us the
long ether-waves, the Hertzian waves and how well does the wireThese truths were established
less telegrapher make use of them
by induction, the scientific imagination, by the process which we
;

!
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They were assumed, treated as true, and we
way of interpreting results obtained by experi-

mentation on such assumption.

by such processes that we arrive at the God-idea, that of
there is no other way of reducing
the cosmos to a rational consistent whole. The whole mental attitude and effort of the specialist is to reduce all phenomena to the
elements of such simple phenomena as he knows by daily contact
with them. The chemist and physicist are satisfied to reduce their
phenomena to motions, attractions, and repulsions. To them sound,
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objective world the brain, a plastic material upon which the phenomena of the external world are recorded a phonographic record,
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compatible with the continued existence of the conscious ego after
the dissolution of the physical organism, and this theory is quite
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inert

No

atoms

philosopher

worthy of the name now holds to this extreme theory even Ernst
Haeckel, the present champion of materialism, is a hylozoist, beIn no other way can he avoid
lieving that all matter is alive.
the absurdities of the the materialistic theory. We may, therefore,
dismiss the extreme materialistic theory as unworthy of any consideration whatever. To suppose that the universe has come from
;
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sum

(I think, therefore

I

am)

is

the

most fundamental of all philosophic propositions, and the most
obvious and indubitable to the mind. It is the only sure foundaThe individual can know no matter it can
tion of epistemology.
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no way afifect our senses, has
become a mere will-o-the-wisp, dependent on the speed of the
electrons which compose the atoms and when the electrons lose
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The ego can know nothing but
Mind we
its own sensational, emotional, and intellectual states.
know is, and cannot know to the contrary that all we know as matWe may never be assured
ter is but the manifestation of mind.
whether there be a dualism of mind and matter, a monism of thinkWe
ing, willing, and moving matter, or a monism of mind only.
do know that there can be no monism of brute material for brute
matter can in no way develop into mind, or account for the existence of mind as we know it. The conclusion may be stated Sentio,
Intelligence
cogito, emotus sum; ergo sum ego, et mens sum ego.
ultimate and fundamental nature.

;

:

only can account for the inerrant power of selection by the various
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of just the elements

use, the carrying of the elements to

the point where they are needed, and their assimilation at that
point.

Thus,

too, in the processes of the animal, intelligence only

can select from the blood stream what the organism needs and
eliminate what it does not need. Why does the bone matter in the
blood go to

make

bone, the nerve matter to build up nerve

cells,

except by intelligent selection by our vital powers, though unconIntelligence and will are everywhere, and without
will there is nothing that we can do or know.
and
intelligence
will
are the two things in the universe, as far as
Intelligence and
conserved,
and cannot be destroyed. They are
we know, that are
timeless in the ever present, have had no beginning and can have
no end. How we are indivualized and separated, if so, from the
Universal Intelligence we do not know, may never know but that
we are an individualized and coherent part of the Universal Intelligence, there can be no doubt.
It may be thought that the above stated conclusions are without
warrant, since few reasons are given but, in truth, to give all the
reasons would require the marshaling of all science and philosophy
before the court of reason to bear testimony. Yet I believe, were
we able to see the question of immortality from all sides in the
light of all that science and philosophy can give, we must be con-

conscious?

;

;

vinced of the continued existence of the conscious ego throughout

a timeless eternity.

